
Formation Command 
Napoleonic Wars



Formation Command is intended to be a sys-
tem with a focus on the dilemmas faced by the 
commanders of the major formations during 
wars in the 18th and 19th Century. This set of 
rules was created for the simulation of Napo-
leonic warfare. The designated formation level 
is a Corps. 
Scale of the game

Each hex is just under 500 metres across.
Turns are 1 hour in length, except Night turns 
which are 4 hours in length.
Infantry and Cavalry units are mostly Brigades. 
Cavalry are sometimes Divisions. Each Infan-
try Combat Strength Point (CSP) equates to 
approximately 600 to 800 men. Each Cavalry 
Strength Point (CSP) equates to approximately 
400 men. Artillery are at the Divisional level 
and each Artillery Gun point equates to ap-
proximately 6 to 8 guns.
An emphasis is placed upon command at the 
individual formation level. Circumstances will 
ensure a player has to continually make hard 
choices with inadequate resources.
The heart of the system are the formation 
sheets, which will show the current fighting 
strength, cohesion level and available actions. 
This will keep the map as clean and uncluttered 
as possible, because a lot of the action is going 
on ‘off board’.
The game uses the concept of Cohesion to rep-
resent some of the strength of the Formation. 
The level of Cohesion is crucially linked to the 
overall Morale of the Formation. When a unit 
suffers a step loss, a player has the choice of 
either reducing the unit on the map or mov-
ing the Cohesion marker on the Cohesion 
Track(CT). As highlighted on the Formation 
sheets, each Formation has three Cohesion 
levels – Good, Reduced and Poor which is de-
termined by the location of a marker on the 
Cohesion track. Reduced and Poor Cohesion 
levels have an adverse impact on any roll on 
the Morale table. 
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2.0 Acronyms
AB  Action Block
CiC  Commander in Chief
CP   Command Points
CRT  Combat Results Table
CSP   Combat Strength Point
CT  Cohesion Track
DRM  Die Roll Modifier
EZOC  Enemy Zone of Control
LOS  Line of Sight
MP  Movement Points
OTIH  Other Terrain in Hex
TEC  Terrain Effects Chart
ZOC  Zone of Control

2.1 Definitions
• Artillery Bombardment Range is 3 hexes, it is used during forma-

tion activation and reaction (11.1).
• Command Range is the maximum range a leader can be from a unit 

to activate most Action Block (AB) activities. The Command Range 
is always 10 hexes.

• Cavalry can conduct both Combat see 9.0 and Charge see 8.6 dur-
ing its Formations activation. In addition, it can conduct Reaction 
movement and Reaction charge during an enemy Formation activa-
tion (11.2 & 11.3).

• Infantry can form Squares during Formation activation (8.4). In 
addition, they can form Squares as a reaction (11.4).

• The terms units and combat units are used throughout the rules they 
are interchangeable. All cavalry, artillery and infantry are combat 
units, leaders are not.

• Combat Strength Point is the Combat Value for a unit. CSP and 
Combat Value are used interchangeably in the rules.
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3.0 Components & General Rules
3.1 Maps & Counters
• 2 Maps: 22” x 34” each
• 10 sided dice (used for all die rolls. A 0 on 

a 10 sided dice is always taken as a 10)
• 400 Counters: There are counters that rep-

resent the actual combat units and leaders 
that fought the historical battle and coun-
ters that are used to track certain game 
statuses etc. These are called markers. 

3.2  Combat units
All combat units are part of a formation, 
each of which has a formation leader and a 
formation card. For Napoleonic battles, for-
mations are corps and formation leaders are 
Corps Leaders. 

Combat Units
Front - Full Strength

Unit Leader’s Name

Formation  
marker 

Combat  
Value 

Form. Color

Side Color 
Movement 
Points (MP) 
Nationality

Back 
Reduced  
Strength

Reduced 
Strength 
marker

Charge range for heavy cavalry units is 2-3 hex-
es, for all other cavalry it is 2-4 hexes.
Heavy cavalry is treated the same as other cav-
alry except for their reduced charge range and 
their enhanced combat value in a charge.

Artillery Units
Front - Unlimbered side

Unit Leader’s Name

Formation M.
Bombardment P.
Combat Value

Formation  
Color

Side Color
Movement 
Points (MP)
Nationality

Back 
Limbered  

side

Limber Icon
Movement 
Points (MP)

Artillery units have a bombardment range 
of 3 hexes.

UNIT  
TYPES

Infantry

Cavalry

Artillery

Heavy Cavalry

Horse Artillery

3.2.1 Morale Status 
Combat units can have different morale status-
es. The default status of a unit is Good order. 
Only Good order units can form a square (8.4).
Shaken status is shown by the placement of a 
Shaken marker for the designated side. Shak-
en infantry may not form squares. Shaken 
artillery suffer a -1 Die Roll Modifier(DRM) 
when firing on the artillery table. Both attack-
ing and defending infantry and cavalry suffer 
adverse DRMs when attacking or defending, 
when Shaken.

Disorganised and Routed status is shown on 
a separate marker. Disorganised units cannot 
attack or bombard and defend at 1/2 combat 
value (rounded down); but always with a min-
imum combat value of 1. 
A routing unit cannot enter an Enemy Zone 
of Control (EZOC), even if a friendly unit is 
present. If it has to do, it is eliminated.
Routed units may only rally during their for-
mation activation and must move when the 
rout chit is drawn.

3.2.2 Facing 

REAR
(No ZOC) 

FRONT 

(ZOC)
FRONT 

(ZOC)
FRONT 

(ZOC)

REAR
(No ZOC) 

REAR
(No ZOC) 

All units always face a hexside. Units can only 
attack through their front hexsides.
Units have three front and three rear hexes. 
The front hexes of a unit constitute its Zone of 
Control (ZOC), (8.2).
Infantry units (only!) in square formation 
are considered to have a front hex in all adja-
cent hexes. 
When Artillery and/or Cavalry are in a Forti-
fication or Building with Infantry unit(s) the 
Artillery and/or Cavalry unit(s) determines 
the facing of the units in the hex. Any infantry 
unit, for firing purposes only, treat all fortifica-
tion or building hex sides as frontal hexes.
Unlimbered artillery can only fire through 
their front hexes.
Limbered artillery have no facing at all, thus no 
front hexes (no ZOC) and no combat value. If 
they are alone and an enemy unit enters their 

hex, they are eliminated.
Routed units do not have a facing and thus do 
not possess any front hexes (and ZOC). 

3.2.3 Stacking
Stacking is checked during movement, and at 
the end of any movement including retreat, ad-
vance and rout. The Stacking Value of all units 
is their CSP.
Limits:  Each hex can contain a maximum of 
two combat units. Both units must be from the 
same Formation. All units in a stack must have 
the same facing. Markers and leaders do not 
count for stacking purposes. No more than 10 
CSPs can exist in the same hex.

 ɤEXCEPTION – Three units are allowed to 
be stacked in a hex provided:
• It is a clear hex
• No units are Disorganised or Routed
• There are no Cavalry in the stack
• There is never more than two units of the 

same type 
• The 10 CSP maximum still applies

All Artillery count as one CSP for stack-
ing purposes.
Only units from the same Formation can stack 
together. Units can move through hexes of a 
different formation provided the CSP limi-
tation is not exceeded. The ONLY time that 
stacking is allowed with enemy units is when 
conducting a Charge (8.6, 11.3). In this one 
instance the stacking limit is counted separate-
ly for the charging unit(s) and the unit(s) be-
ing charged.
Passthrough:  A passthrough is entering and 
exiting a hex during the same Movement. 
There is no limit to the number of friendly 
units which may pass through a single hex in 
both movement and retreat.
The stacking limit of 10 Stacking points must 
not be exceeded momentary at any point dur-
ing the movement of any single unit.
If a movement would exceed this limit then the 
moving unit cannot enter the hex, see also Re-
treats (9.4.2 C).
Multiple units together with more than 10 
Stacking Points can move through a friendly 
hex provided that individually they do not ex-
ceed the stacking limit when passing through.
The stacking limit may never be exceeded, un-
less specific in the game specific rules.
Facing does not change for the units passed 
through and units passing through do not have 
to adjust their facing.
Morale for any unit being passed through is not 
checked UNLESS the unit passing through it 
is undertaking Rout movement, or is in Retreat 
from Combat (see 9.4.2 C).
In these instances, passed through units must 
make a Morale check.. 
Stacking order:  The only stacking require-
ment is that any markers are placed on top of 
units in the hex to help facilitate play. 
There is no hidden information. Stacks can be 
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inspected by an opponent. 
Morale Marker:  If two units with differ-
ing Morale status are stacked together, their 
common Morale value is the lower of the two 
(Routed being the lowest). When one unit en-
ters a hex with another unit the stack takes on 
the lowest of the two morale levels

3.3 Leaders 

Commander  
in Chief

Independent 
Army 

Leaders

Formation 
Leaders

Formation Leaders
Front - Original Leader

Name

Formation  
marker 

Command  
Rating 

Formation  
Color

Side Color 
Movement 
Points (MP) 
Nationality

Back 
Replacement  

Leader

Leaders are not considered combat units and as 
such may stack with any combat unit, includ-
ing units of other Formations.
There are three levels of Leaders:
Commander in Chief (CiC), independent 
army leaders and Formation Leaders.
Each side in battle has a single CiC and some 
battles will have independent army leaders 
(which will be clearly marked). 
The impact of independent leaders upon the 
battle is covered by the game specific rules. Of-
ten their impact is purely a negative one. 
Leaders have two ratings: their Command rat-
ing and their Movement rating.
Command rating is used to activate their For-
mation when a corresponding chit is drawn. 
The higher the rating, the more options are 
available to that Leader. There is also potential 
for some leaders to activate two chits per turn.
All command ranges are 10 hexes. Command 
range may not be traced through EZOC (un-
less occupied by friendly, non-routed units), 
enemy units or prohibited terrain. 
Leaders provide modifiers on any roll on the 
morale table if within command range (as per 
the morale table). When stacked with any stack 
that is forced to make a morale check as a com-
bat result, the leader negates this. The units in 
the stack are considered to have automatically 

passed the morale check and the morale value 
remains unchanged.

3.4 Markers:

Numbered 
Markers

Square  
formation

Formation  
Chits

Cohesion 
T. Markers

Activation 
Markers

Turn Marker

Shaken Disorganised /Routed

Bridge under 
Construction marker

3.5  Tables:
• Combat Results Table
• Terrain Effects Chart
• Morale 
• Artillery Bombardment Chart

3.6 Dice
One ten-sided die is used in all instances where 
a die roll is required. A ‘0’ is always treated 
as a ‘10’.

3.7 Action Blocks
Action blocks (AB) are the ‘engine’ of the game. 
There are four different types of ABs:
Green: STANDARD MOVE 

Red: COMBAT ENHANCEMENT

Blue: OFFENSIVE MOVE  

Yellow: RALLY 
Initial setup: All ABs should be placed in a 
common pool to be shared by both players.

3.8 Formation Sheets 
Each Formation has its own formation sheet 
which contains the following information:
• Allocated ABs   is a number showing how 

many ABs can be added to the Formation 
sheets per turn.

• Deployed CPs  is a number showing 
how many Command Points (CP) can 
be used to deploy ABs, per turn, for each 
formation.

• Active ABs.  A holding box for those ABs 
that have been deployed in the turn. ABs 
in this holding box can be “played” to con-
duct certain actions with units. Playing an 
AB allows the player to perform certain ac-

tions with his units. At the end of the acti-
vation sequence, he must remove all played 
ABs from the formation sheet however. 

• Inactive ABs.  A holding box for those ABs 
than have been allocated but not deployed.

• Cohesion Track.  This shows the current 
level of combat effectiveness of the forma-
tion. As loses are taken on the track, the 
cohesion level of the formation will de-
teriorate. The track allows a formation to 
take cohesion hits without losing firepower 
on the battlefield but eventually morale 
will be impacted by adverse modifiers on 
the morale table.Any formation with its 
cohesion marker at Reduced or Poor re-
ceives an adverse DRM for EVERY roll on 
the morale table for EVERY unit in the 
formation.

4.0 Sequence of Play
Each turn has an administrative phase, which 
both players complete together (4.1)
This is followed by the Action Phase (4.2) dur-
ing which chits are drawn from the an opaque 
cup, the side which owns the drawn chit selects 
an eligible formation and performs the action 
phase in full. If a player does not have an eli-
gible formation for a drawn chit the player has 
to pass and a new chit is drawn. The drawn 
chit is still considered used, it is not returned 
to the cup. 
After all chits have been drawn the Turn 
End Phase (4.3) is conducted before the next 
turn begins.
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4.1 Administrative phase
STEP 1. See Game specific Rules for Admin-

istrative Phase requirements (14.0).
STEP 2. Command Step (see 5.0).

4.2 Action Phase
The core of the game is the Action Phase. Play 
is determined by the random selection of chits 
which are used to activate a Formation (see 
6.0). When a chit is selected, the owning play-
er completes the remaining Action Phase steps. 
When complete a new chit is drawn.
STEP 1. Chit Selection & Formation Acti-

vation (6.0)
STEP 2. Artillery Bombardment (7.0).
STEP 3. Movement incl. Charges (8.0) & 

Reaction Actions (11.0)
STEP 4. Combat (9.0)
STEP 5. Rally (10.0)
STEP 6. Activation End Step (12.0)
The player whose units are currently activated 
is termed the active or phasing player. 
The phasing player completes the activation se-
quence before the next chit is selected.
This procedure is repeated until there are no 
more chits to be drawn in the cup.
There is one special chit however that affects 
both sides, the Rout chit. When it gets drawn, 
rout movement is performed (6.5).
A formation with no active ABs can be select-
ed for activation. It can conduct both Artillery 
Bombardment and Combat. These actions do 
not require the use of ABs

 ❦  If a player does not play an AB in the Active 
AB Holding box, it does not get removed. 
Un-played ABs stay on the formation sheet 
until the Turn end phase.

Also note there can be game chits with special 
activation rules, please see the Game Specific 
Rules for details. 

4.3 Turn end phase
STEP 1. Conduct End of Turn administra-

tion (13.0)

5.0 Command Step
Most actions are driven by playing Action 
Blocks (ABs).
Artillery bombardment, combat and rout are 
free actions and do not require play of an AB.
Action Blocks are allocated to formations 
(Corps for the Napoleonic Era) by the player.
It is recommended player Assign and Deploy 
ABs out of sight of the opponent.

5.1 Action Block  
Allocation 
Players simultaneously assign new ABs to the 
Inactive AB holdings box of each of their For-
mation as indicated on the Formation sheets. 
Each Formation may receive ABs up to their 
“Allocated ABs” rating. Formation sheets are in 
full view of the opponent unless the Scenario 
rules say otherwise.
If a player has insufficient space to allocate new 

ABs, he cannot do so. 
Players can now remove any ABs from any In-
active AB holding boxes.

The Player allocates a Rally AB to a for-
mation which already has two Combat 
Enhancement and an Offensive Move AB. 
Even though the maximum AB alloca-
tion has not been reached this turn, he’s 
unable to add any more ABs as all spaces 
are used. Afterwards, he removes a Com-
bat Enhancement AB and proceeds with 
deployment.

AB ALLOCATION EXAMPLE

  

5.2 Action Block Deployment
Players then decide, which of their ABs to de-
ploy this turn. Deployed ABs are moved from 
the Inactive AB holding box to the Active AB 
holding box.
It costs a certain number of CPs to de-
ploy an AB:
• Standard Move:  1 CP
• Combat Enhancement: 1 CP
• Offensive Move:  2 CP
• Rally:  2 CP
The “Deployed CPs” value of a Formation in-
dicates how many CPs can be spent by a for-
mation to deploy ABs.
A player cannot deploy more than the Max-
imum Number of CPs available. A player can 
choose to deploy no ABs in a turn if they believe 
that formation will not be activated this turn. 

The player decides to 
deploy a Rally AB and  
an Offensive Move AB.
To do so he spends 
the all 3 available CPs, 
so no other deploy-
ment is possible even 
though the formation 
card shows a 3 Active 
AB spaces.

AB DEPLOYMENT 
 EXAMPLE

ABs are removed from the active AB box once 
they have been played to perform an Action by 
the formation either in a formation activation or 
for Reaction purposes (Active ABs can be used 
to perform Cavalry Reaction Charges (11.3) 

and to enhance Defensive Combat (9.2). 
Active ABs not played in the Action phase 
(see 4.2) are discarded at the end of the turn 
(see 12.0).
When determining if a unit is within 10 hexes 
of the Formation Leader for the actions of a 
played AB, the unit must be within range at 
the beginning of the Formation activation, pri-
or to any movement, including the leader him-
self. Units are free to move out of command 
radius but will suffer the consequence of limit-
ing their future actions – see Action Block de-
scriptions for details.
Standard Move (Cost 1 CP): 
A unit may move up to its printed MP value
Any unit in the Formation cannot move into 
the artillery bombardment range or cavalry 
charge range (8.6) of any enemy unit. Units 
cannot enter a front hex of any enemy unit 
when moving with this AB.
A unit may move out of enemy bombardment 
range and charge range, but no hex entered 
may be in any enemy Bombardment or Artil-
lery Range. If this is not possible, the unit will 
need an Offensive Move AB to move.
Standard Move ABs may allow extended move-
ment under certain conditions (8.5).
A unit is not required to be within 10 hex-
es of the Formation Leader in order to move 
during Standard movement, provided it does 
not start inside an enemy bombardment or 
cavalry charge range. This differs from every 
other action.

 ❦  A unit cannot leave a front hex of an enemy 
unit (8.2 point D).

Combat Enhancement (Cost 1 CP):
All combats receive a beneficial +3 DRM on 
the Combat Results Table. It allows a non ac-
tive Infantry unit to gain the benefit of Com-
bat Enhancement in defence (9.2).
Any unit gaining the benefit of Combat En-
hancement must be within 10 hexes of the For-
mation Leader.
Offensive Move (Cost 2 CP):
Allows units in the Formation to move into 
hexes within enemy charge and/or bombard-
ment range, including Limbered Artillery. It 
also allows cavalry charges (8.6). and reaction 
charges, by the non active player (11.3). There 
are no counter charges in the game.
Units can enter an enemy unit’s front hex when 
moving with this AB.
Any unit undertaking offensive movement 
must be within 10 hexes of the Forma-
tion Leader.
Rally (Cost 2 CP):
Allows all units to undertake a recovery roll. 
It also requires the Formation to remove other 
ABs as follows.
• Recovering from shaken: none
• Recovering from disorganised: 1 ABs 
• Recovering from rout: 2 ABs 

(See 10.0 for details) 
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1

Moving outside of bombardment or cavalry charge range.

FORBIDDEN ACTIONS WITH A STANDARD MOVEMENT AB

PERMITTED ACTIONS WITH A STANDARD MOVEMENT AB

PERMITTED ACTIONS WITH AN OFFENSIVE MOVEMENT AB

Moving into an enemy unit’s front hexes. Moving into an enemy bombardment or cavalry charge range.

1
2

3



May not move into an enemy  
unit’s front hexes.



May not move into an enemy bombardment  
or cavalry charge range.

C H A R G E

Performing a Cavalry charge or a reaction charge.

Moving up to a unit’s MP allowance and Extended movement

1

2

3 4 5 7 8
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5.3 Action Block Summary
The table below outlines, in brief, when Action 
Block are used and which activities do not re-
quire AB. This is only a player guide, always 
refer to the appropriate rules section for a com-
prehensive definition.

Action Block Actions 
Standard 
Move

• Move outside enemy range
• Extended move

Offensive 
Move

• Move inside Enemy range
• Charge and Reac-

tion Charge
Combat  
Enhancement 

• Beneficial Combat modifier 
(both Attack and Defence)

Rally • Rally

No AB  
required

• Combat
• Artillery Bombardment  

(both Attack and Reaction)
• Square Formation
• Cavalry Reaction move
• Change of facing 

within a hex

6.0 Chits Selection & 
Formation Activation
All chits, as designated by the scenarios rules, 
are placed into an opaque cup at the start of 
the turn. 
They are drawn randomly and all actions of 
a chit are fully resolved prior to the next chit 
being selected. The just drawn chit is then 
placed aside.

6.1 Army Chits
Each chit has a number and an Army named 
on it. Only a formation from the indicat-
ed army and with a Formation Leader whose 
command rating is equal to or higher than the 
chit value may be activated. 
A player may now perform actions with units 
of the selected formation. Actions can only be 
performed that are allowed by the ABs availa-
ble in the selected formations Active AB hold-
ing box. The rest of the Action Phase, as out-
lined in 4.2, is now performed for the selected 
formation.
It is possible for a formation to select a chit 
even if it has no Active ABs – the formation’s 
units can still do free actions (artillery bom-
bardment, combat and change facing). These 
actions do not require an AB to be played.
• If the Formation Leader has a command 

rating of ‘1’ the activation marker is placed 
on its last activation side in the Acti-
vation box. 

• If the Formation Leader has a command 
rating of ‘2’ or more, an activation mark-
er is placed on its first activation side in 
the activation box, provided no activation 
marker currently exists there. 

• If the Formation Leader has a command 
rating of ‘2’, or more, and an activation 
marker is on its first activation side in the 
activation box, it is flipped to its last acti-
vation side.

For each chit used, all played ABs are put back 
into the common pool after the activation 
has occurred.

6.2 Last Activation
Any formation with a last activation marker in 
the activation box may not be activated again 
this turn. 

6.3 Passing
A player can pass on a selected chit if they wish. 
This is useful in order to avoid replacing any 
Activation marker on a Formation, The only 
action allowed when Passing is the player can 
discard one AB from their Inactive AB area

6.4 First to Last Activation
If a Formation is changing from First to Last 
Activation, it can move one AB from the Inac-
tive to the Active area

6.5 Rout Chit
• Each game has a rout chit, which when 

selected is relevant to both sides. The play-
er with the most routed units on the board 
moves his units first. If both players have 
the same number of routed units, roll a die 
with the higher roll going first. Reroll in 
case of a tie.

• Routed units must move towards the rear 
every turn until they are out of artillery 
bombardment range (3 hexes), out of an 
enemy unit’s front hex and not within 
enemy cavalry charge range (they are not 
considered in enemy charge range if they 
are in a terrain that cannot be charged). 
Their rear is defined in the game specific 
rules. Once they are out of artillery bom-
bardment range, not in an enemy unit 
front hex and cannot be charged by enemy 
cavalry, they cease movement. They do not 
move again unless they enter such hexes 
again, due to enemy actions, or are rallied. 
Routing units move their full movement 
allowance when routing. 

• Routed units follow the shortest path in 

MPs towards their designated rear, without 
entering enemy cavalry or artillery ranges 
as noted above. 

• A routing unit cannot enter a front hex of 
any enemy unit, even if a friendly unit is 
present. If it must do so, it is eliminated. 

• If a routing unit is forced to pass through a 
friendly unit, that friendly unit must un-
dergo a morale check. A routed unit can-
not pass through, or end its movement in a 
hex where the total strength points exceed 
10. If forced to do so, the unit is eliminat-
ed and the hex it tried to enter must still 
undergo a morale check.

• A routing unit that leaves the map is con-
sidered eliminated.

• If a routing unit is forced to move fur-
ther away from its defined rear area, due 
to enemy bombardment range, Charge 
range or Frontal Hex locations the unit is 
eliminated.

7.0 Artillery bombardment
Artillery may conduct ranged fire, which is 
called artillery bombardment, but will not con-
tribute to any attacks on the Combat Results 
Table (CRT). 
Artillery can bombard under the following 
circumstances:
• When its formation is activated.
• When any enemy stack moves within its 

Bombardment Reaction range (11.1). 
• When a Charging Cavalry enters one of its 

front hexes (8.6).
If an Artillery has a Bombardment or a 
Changed Vertex marker it cannot conduct Ar-
tillery Bombardment.
No ABs are required to conduct Artillery 
Bombardment.
Each Artillery unit applies its individual multi-
plier before determining the final total Artillery 
Bombardment value.

F R O N T 
Range 1

R E A R

Range 2

Range 3

BOMBARDMENT RANGE
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7.1 Bombardment Criteria
• Restrictions:  An artillery unit must be 

within range (1 to 3 hexes) and able to 
bombard through one of its front hexes, 
with a clear Line Of Sight to the target. 
It must be in Good order or Shaken. Dis-
rupted artillery cannot fire.

• Multiple Artillery:  Bombardment of 
multiple artillery units may be combined 
into a single attack. Each Artillery unit 
applies its individual multiplier before 
determining the final total Artillery Bom-
bardment value.

• Action Blocks:  Artillery attacks are not 
subject to the requirement to utilise ABs 
for ranged fire.

• Ranged Fire Combat Results:  Results are 
determined by the Artillery Chart. 

• Artillery Strength:  Artillery firing two hex 
range fire at their normal strength, at one 
hex range they fire at x2 strength, Artillery 
firing at three hex range fire at ½ strength 
(rounded down).

• Facing change:  Artillery can change its 
facing one vertex before bombardment 
(this causes a negative DRM – see Artil-
lery Chart). If an Artillery unit changes 
its facing by more than one Vertex place 
a Changed Vertex marker on it,it cannot 
bombard this turn.

7.2 Line of Sight (LOS)
To be able to conduct a bombardment, an 
artillery unit must have a clear LOS. The 
same is true for cavalry units when conduct-
ing a charge.
A LOS is clear, unless it is blocked by terrain or 
units as follows:
Blocking Terrain:  This includes buildings, 
woods, crests and fortifications. Details can be 
found in the LOS column of the Terrain Ef-
fects Chart(TEC). 
Hexsides:  If the LOS runs exactly along a hex-
side, the LOS is blocked if:
1. The hex side is a crest, OR
2. If both hexes the hexside is dividing has 

blocking terrain or combat units in them. 
If only one hex does, the LOS is clear.

Units:  Units (but not leaders) block LOS and 
prevent artillery bombardment and charging, 
i.e. a cavalry unit cannot charge through one 
unit to reach another.

 ❦  LOS between two adjacent hexes is always 
clear regardless of terrain type!







8.0 Movement
During the movement step, the phasing player 
may move his units. Such movement is under-
taken within the constraints of the played ABs.
A. Play of a Standard Move AB allows all 

units in the Formation to move, regardless 
of the location of the Formation Leader. 
If a unit is within the command range of 
the Formation Leader or CiC, it can per-
form an extended movement, which is a 
move up to twice the printed MP Allow-
ance (8.5).

B. Play of an Offensive Move AB requires the 
relevant Formations units to be within 10 
hexes of the Formation Leader at the start 
of the turn. A unit can enter but not exit 
an EZOC – exception charging (8.6).  

For all movement actions, units are moved in-
dividually (they do not move as a stack). This 
is particularly important when performing 
Passthrough (Stacking 3.2.3) and Retreat after 
Combat (9.4.2). 
If a player has a Standard Move AB and an 
Offensive Move AB in his Active AB holding 
box, both can be played when a single chit is 
used to activate their formation. Each unit in 
the Formation can only move once, per activa-
tion, but some can move utilising the Standard 
Move AB and some can move utilising the Of-
fensive Move AB, provided both are selected 
for this activation.
A unit moves from hex to hex, tracing a path 
of contiguous hexes in any direction the player 
wishes. The number of MPs expended may not 
exceed the unit’s MP allowance.
Unused MPs may not be accumulated for a lat-
er turn or transferred to another unit to use.
Certain Reactions of the opponent may be 
triggered by moving into enemy charge range, 
artillery bombardment range or into an enemy 
unit’s front hex.
When a Formation chit is drawn, Infantry and 
Cavalry may change their facing prior to their 
movement (even if not moving).  For Limbered 
Artillery all hexsides are considered Frontal 
hexes for movement purposes and rear hexsides 
for Combat purposes.
However if the change is more than one vertex, 
and the unit is in an EZOC (8.2), Combat Re-
action is triggered (9.3). 
Infantry and Cavalry move through one of 
their front hexsides.
Units determine their facing within a newly 
entered hex prior to any reaction declaration 
by the opponent. This includes moving adja-
cent to an enemy unit.

Any Infantry or a Cavalry unit is free to make 
a one vertex change when it enters a new hex. 
This does not cost any MPs. If it changes two 
or more vertexes, it ceases movement.
Any additional unit entering a hex and ending 
its movement there must realign its facing to 
that of the unit(s) already in the hex.

When Artillery and/or Cavalry are in a Forti-
fication or Building with Infantry unit(s) the 
Artillery and/or Cavalry unit(s) determines 
the facing of the units in the hex. Any infantry 
unit, for firing purposes only, treat all fortifica-
tion or building hex sides as frontal hexes.
There is no additional MP cost to enter or leave 
a friendly occupied hex. 
• Exiting the Map:  Any unit exciting the 

map is considered eliminated and counts as 
Victory Points for the opponent.

• Entering the Map:  Forces enter the map 
as referenced in the scenario specific rules.

Movement ends once the player has moved all 
units or the player chooses to pass for all un-
moved units.

 ❦ All units can move a minimum of one hex 
provided they do not cross or enter prohib-
ited terrain.

8.1 Effects of Terrain 
A. Hexes:  A unit must spend MPs equal to 

the Movement Costs for the terrain of 
the entered hex – see the Terrain Effects 
Chart for details. If there is more than 
one type of terrain in the hex, the most 
expensive takes precedence with the excep-
tion of roads.

B. Hexsides/Crests:  Certain Crest terrain 
types exist on a hexside rather than in a 
hex. This affects movement only for units 
crossing that hexside. The total cost to 
enter a hex is the hex terrain plus the cost 
to cross the hexside. This is indicated by a 
+ on the TEC.

C. Level changes:  Moving up or down a level 
of terrain sometimes costs additional MPs. 
This is indicated by a + on the TEC.

D. Roads and Bridges:  A unit gets the bene-
fit of using a road only if the road crosses 
the hexside between two hexes (the one it 
is moving out of and into). Major Roads 
negate all other terrain costs. Minor roads 
only negate the terrain costs of moving 
through woods. These features are NOT 
considered hex terrain and do not impact 
combat, bombardments or charges.

E. Cumulative Effects:  Any Hexside ter-
rain is cumulative with the most adverse 
terrain, in the hex being moved into, for 
movement purposes. If a unit lacks the 
MPs to enter a hex, it cannot enter the hex. 

 ɤEXCEPTION – a unit can always move 1 
hex provided it is not prohibited terrain and 
it is not from one EZOC to another EZOC. 

See TEC for details.
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8.2 Zones of Control (ZOC)
The front hexes of a unit constitute its ZOC 
(see 3.2.2).
A unit may not exit an enemy zone of control 
(EZOC) if it is the only/last unit in the hex. 
However, cavalry and leaders have some special 
rules as outlined in point D below.
A. Permanent ZOCs:  All units have front 

hexes regardless of the phase or player turn 

 ɤ(Exception: leaders, limbered artillery and 
routed units NEVER have front hexes).

B. Coexisting ZOCs:  Enemy and friendly 
ZOCs in the same hex coexist, that hex is 
mutually controlled by both players. 

C. MP Cost:  Units pay no additional MPs to 
enter an EZOC but must not move further 
when doing so (except leaders and possibly 
cavalry, see below).

D. Exiting an EZOC:  A unit may only move 
out of the EZOC of an enemy unit, if one 
friendly unit remains in the hex. A unit 
may leave an EZOC by either advancing 
or retreating during combat, even if the 
last friendly unit in the hex. 
There are two exceptions:
1. Cavalry can exit an EZOC if no cavalry 

unit is present in an enemy stack with 
a ZOC in this hex. This can be either 
as part of the cavalry unit’s formation 
activation, or as a reaction (11.2). If as 
a result of a formation activation this 
requires an Offensive Move AB being 
played for the unit’s formation. If as a 
result of a reaction, no AB is required, 
the move is ‘free’. In these circumstances, 
any good order artillery in the enemy 
stack could undertake an Artillery Re-
action Bombardment see 11.1, and the 
artillery would gain the benefit of dou-
bling its fire strength at one hex range.

2. Leaders can freely exit EZOCs during 
movement. 

E. Artillery:  Only unlimbered artillery 
have ZOCs.

F. Night & Rain Turns:  Units may not enter 
EZOCs during night or rain turns.

8.3 Artillery
• Limbered Artillery have no facing, Unlim-

bered Artillery have three front and three 
rear hexsides.

• Limbering and Unlimbering both 
cost 2 MPs . 

• Artillery cannot Unlimber in an EZOC. 
They can Limber in an EZOC only if 
stacked with a friendly Cavalry or Infan-
try unit. Otherwise, they cannot Limber 
in an EZOC.

• Limbered Artillery cannot fire.
• Unlimbered Artillery can change one ver-

tex per activation – if they change two or 
more vertex they have a Changed Vertex 
Counter put on them.

• No Artillery unit with a Change Vertex or 
Bombardment Marker on it can undertake 

any form of Bombardment, or movement, 
for the remainder of the turn.

Bombardment markers are placed on an 
Artillery unit after it makes a Reaction 
Bombardment. 

An Artillery unit can make a Bombardment 
every time its Formation is activated. If Bom-
barding during its Formation activation NO 
Bombardment marker is placed on it.

If another unit leaves its hex and the hex is an 
enemy unit’s front hex, any remaining artillery 
unit(s) must make a morale check. 
Each artillery in the target hex count as 1 CSP 
when determining the size of the target for ar-
tillery bombardment purposes.

8.4 Square Formation
Good order infantry units can form square 
formation in the movement phase provided 
they have not moved and are in clear terrain. 
If infantry units are stacked together, they all 
must enter squares. Artillery and Cavalry can 
be placed within the square formation but, 
with one exception, play no part in subsequent 
combat while the square continues to exist. 
Infantry can move out of square formation dur-
ing the movement phase. This uses all their Move-
ment Points for the activation. Infantry in square 
formation have front hexes in all adjacent hexes.
Entering or leaving a square formation dur-
ing the movement phase requires the play of 
an Offensive Move AB by the Formation. This 
differs from forming a square formation as a 
reaction to a charge (see 11.4).
Any infantry unit in square formation that is 
no longer in good order immediately ceases to 
be in square formation. Artillery and cavalry 
units cannot finish their movement in a hex 
containing an already formed square, but may 
move through the hex.
See 9.4.2 D for the adverse effects of a square 
being forced to breakup

8.5 Extended movement
When a formation plays a Standard Move 
AB, units within the formation can possibly 
conduct an Extended Movement. This allows 
them to move up to twice their normal move-
ment allowance. 

 ❦ Extended Movement is two separate Stand-
ard Moves one after the other not the Move-
ment Allowance for the unit being doubled 
for the turn. This is important with respect 
to minimum movement and those instanc-
es where Artillery use all MPs when crossing 
certain Terrain features

The restrictions concerning enemy fire and 
charge ranges when playing a Standard Move 
AB apply. 
Any unit in the Formation can move outside 
of the artillery bombardment range or cavalry 
charge range (see 8.6) of any enemy unit. Units 
cannot enter a front hex of any enemy unit 
when moving with the Standard Move AB.
When any unit in any formation makes an Ex-

tended Movement, the formation activation 
marker is automatically placed on its Last Ac-
tivation side. 

 ❦ NB: This is not the case for any free extended 
movement of Reinforcement units 

Extended March is not possible if a forma-
tion has a First Activation marker in its Acti-
vation Box.
Extended March is not possible during night 
or rain turns.
Extended March is not possible if a formation 
has reduced or poor cohesion on its Cohesion 
Track, unless the unit is a reinforcement in 
which it can use extended march on its rein-
forcement turn only.

8.6 Charges 
A cavalry unit can charge when: 
• The unit is in Good order.
•  An Offensive Move AB is played. This 

means a charging cavalry unit must be 
within the command range of its Forma-
tion Leader.

• A charge cannot start in the front hex of an 
enemy unit.

• All terrain from the unit to the defending 
unit is clear terrain (including the hex the 
defending unit is in). Charges are not pos-
sible over hexside terrain (river / streams 
and crests). Cavalry charges may only enter 
clear hexes when charging. Cavalry units 
must start in a clear hex. 

• A Charging unit must have a clear LOS at 
the start of the Charge

• It is both a clear weather turn and during 
a day turn. 

• The MPs of the charging unit(s) must be 
sufficient to enter the target hex.

• A heavy cavalry unit must be exactly 2 
hexes away from its intended target, for all 
other cavalry they must be exactly 2 or 3 
hexes away. Cavalry adjacent to an enemy 
can never charge. 

 ❦  The charge range is significantly shorter 
than the movement range of a cavalry unit.

• A charging unit cannot enter a frontal hex 
of any other enemy unit, unless that hex is 
also adjacent to the targeted unit. 

• The order (and outcome) of charges is de-
termined by the active player stack by stack 
for the active formation. Two cavalry units 
can form a single charge from the same 
hex, provided all charge requirements are 
met for both charging units. 

• Charging units entering a frontal hex of 
an enemy artillery unit can be bombarded 
by that unit. No other artillery reaction 
bombardment is possible against charg-
ing cavalry.

• A player can await the outcome of a charge 
before deciding whether or not to perform 
additional charges with cavalry from the 
same formation.

• Cavalry must declare their intent to charge 
before moving but they do not have to 
declare the exact target of the charge. All 
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infantry which are within charge range 
can now attempt to form square forma-
tion (11.4).

• Leaders can participate in a charge if they 
start the formation activation stacked with 
a charging unit.

The charge is then resolved as follows: 
1. Charging units are automatically set to 

Shaken status, after combat has been com-
pleted. This is in addition to any combat 
results i.e. a charging cavalry unit is always, 
at least, ‘Shaken’ after a charge. 

2. The charging unit moves through the 
‘charge path’ to get to the target hex. The 
charging cavalry units are placed on top of 
the selected enemy unit(s). 

3. If charging a hex with a good order artil-
lery unit in it, the charging unit is subject 
to Artillery Reaction Bombardment (11.1)
(including the modifier of x2 on the artil-
lery chart). Regardless of the outcome, the 
charge continues.

4. If the charging stack contains a heavy 
cavalry unit, then a one column shift to 
the right is applied, after its value has 
been doubled. 

5. If the defender is forced to retreat, the 
attacker must move into one of its frontal 
hexes, if at least one of them is a vacant 
hex and clear terrain. Otherwise they re-
main in the hex, in which the combat 
took place in.

6. If the defender is not forced to retreat, the 
attacker retreats two hexes. The owning 
player is free to determine the final fac-
ing of the charging units in this instance. 
Regardless of the charge outcome, any 
charging cavalry is always reduced by one 
morale level as per point 1 above.

Charging is an exception to 8.2 D (exiting an 
enemy unit’s front (EZOC) hex). 

 ❦  Any leader alone in a hex through which a 
charge is made, is eliminated.

VALID AND INVALID CHARGES

If any of the charging units were three hexes away from their target they could not charge 
because they are all Heavy Cavalry

Fiteau cannot charge Eckhardt because 
Eckhardt is both behind a river and in a 
town. Bordessoulle cannot charge Eck-

hardt either, as it’s adjacent to it.





St Germain can charge Johann and Johann can attempt a Cavalry Reaction Charge (Rule 11.3)
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Dourmerc and Defrance can both Charge Lutz and Lutz can attempt to form a square (Rule 11.4)
If formed, both heavy cavalry units would have to remain in their initial hexes 
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9.0 Combat
Combat itself does not require the play of ABs. 
However, by playing a Combat Enhancement 
AB, all units within 10 hexes of the Formation 
Leader can use the DRM benefit.
For Every Combat both the Attacker and the 
Defender have an opportunity to inflict ad-
verse outcomes to the opposing side. For the 
purpose of determining the DRMs on the 
CRT the player rolling the dice is the Combat-
ant and the other player is the Target. There-
fore for all Combats both players are a Com-
batant and a Target regardless of which player 
is the Active player.
Defenders as well as Attackers can choose to 
use a Combat Enhancement block in their Ac-
tive area during the current Activation. It is 
discarded at the end of the Activation in the 
same way all used Attacker AB blocks are. The 
Defender AB must be an active AB, if availa-
ble; otherwise, it can be taken from the Inac-
tive AB blocks. Any defensive Formation being 
attacked by the active formation can employ a 
Combat Enhancement AB. The benefit of the 
Combat Enhancement AB applies to all units 
of the defending Formation during the current 
enemy Formation Activation.
When an attack is declared both the Attacker 
and the Defender engage in combat and roll 
on the CRT, DRMs apply to both sides in a 
combat. All units in a Defensive hex are at-
tacked and all Defensive units attacked engage 
in combat against the Attacker. 
Multi-hex attacks are allowed but defender is 
only ever a single hex. 
When stacked with other units an Artillery 
unit does not contribute a combat value to 
the defence.
The phasing player resolves combat one 
at a time.
For each combat, complete the following steps 
in order. If a combat reaction occurs (9.3) 
combat is simultaneous. 
1. Determine the units involved and the com-

bat strength of each participating stack.
2. Roll a die on the appropriate column of 

the CRT to find the effects on the oppo-
nent units. For multiple hex combat, each 
stack rolls on the table independently. In-
fantry units stacked together combine their 
Combat value. Cavalry units also combine 
their Combat value.

3. Apply the result with immediate effect. 

9.1 Determine Units involved
1. Adjacency:  Attacking infantry and cavalry 

units may only attack adjacent defending 
units in their own front hexes. If cavalry, 
this does not constitute a charge but a 
normal combat. Cavalry and Infantry can 
fight together in the same Combat. If mul-
tiple enemy units are in their front hexes, 
they are free to select which ones to attack. 
If two units are stacked together, they are 
free to attack different enemy hexes. 

2. One Attack per combat hex per phase:  
Each attacking unit may  only perform one 
attack per Combat Phase. Each defending 
unit may only be attacked once per Com-
bat Phase. 

3. Combat strength:  Every unit taking part 
in a combat must use their entire combat 
strength, combat strength can never be 
split between differing combats.

4. Leaders in combat:  Leaders have no com-
bat value and do not affect die rolls on the 
CRT. They provide however, a modifier on 
the morale table.

9.2 Combat Value
The player adds together the CSP of all attack-
ing units, and makes a single roll on the CRT.
Defending Infantry roll on the CRT in the same 
way. Both attacking and defending Infantry can 
use a Combat Enhancement AB in Combat. 
Only the units from the same Formation gain 
the benefit of an AB used from a Formation.
Every combat has a roll on the CRT for every 
separate attacking hex .
The defending hexes rolls on the CRT even 
if attacked through one of their rear hexsides. 
A defending hex firing through a rear hex-
side CANNOT gain the benefit of Combat 
Enhancement.
DRMs are applied to both sides:  - see Com-
bat Results Table (CRT) for details

See TEC for full details of Terrain effects 
on combat.

9.3 Combat Reaction 
If a defending infantry or cavalry unit is at-
tacked in the Combat phase (not during Ar-
tillery Bombardment, Charge or Reaction), it 
may undertake a combat reaction. If a defend-
ing stack is attacked by multiple hexes, the re-
acting player can either split the reaction of the 
eligible units or reaction against a single attack-
ing hex. No reacting unit can initiate combat 
against more than one attacking hex during the 
same Action phase.
Any Artillery unit stack with Infantry or Cav-
alry does not contribute its CSP to the any 
defensive roll on the CRT. If Artillery units 
are alone in a hex then the defensive CSP is 
‘1’, regardless of the number of Artillery units 
present. See 11.1 for further Artillery Reac-
tion options.

9.4 Combat Results
The CRT can show the following results:
#: Number of step losses  
R: Retreat one hex, or one step loss (defender 
only decides). For the attacker this is an auto-
matic step loss. 
MR: Must conduct a Morale check 
NE: No Effect  
Combat losses are applied simultaneously to 
both Attacker and Defender
Combat results are now applied strictly in the 
following order:
1. Apply Losses to combat units
2. Check for Leader Loss
3. Retreat after combat
4. Perform Morale checks
5. Advance after combat
Losses are either taken by reducing the cohe-
sion value on the CT or by taking a step loss 
from the units itself, owning player decides.
Most units have two steps, but some have only 
one. A small number of units have three steps 
and thus two counters to reflect a size of more 
than 6 CSPs. When these units lose their sec-
ond step, they are replaced by the counter with 
their third step values. 

 ❦  Any result which results in a step loss or a re-
treat will require a roll on the Morale Table. 

If a hex contains more than one unit type, loss-
es are taken in the following priority order – 
Cavalry, infantry and finally artillery. If more 
than one unit of the same type in the hex loses 
are taken from the topmost unit of the two.

 ɤEXCEPTION: In a cavalry charge, the 
charging player can select the order in which 
losses are taken by the enemy. The player 
conducting the charge can choose to inflict a 
maximum of one loss on the enemy Cohesion 
track instead of a step loss.

If a leader is in a hex when any unit in that 
hex suffers a combat loss, the leader rolls for 
possible elimination. If a 9 or 10 is rolled, roll 
again. If the second roll is 8,9 or 10, the leader 
is eliminated.  
The presence of a Formation Leader in a 
stack which would normally require a morale 
check negates this. The units in the stack are 
considered to have automatically passed the 
morale check and the morale value remains 
unchanged.
The CiC provides this benefit for all units re-
gardless of formation.
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COMBAT EXAMPLES

Here is an explanation of the options open to the 
French III Corps when attacking the Austrian IV 
Corp units. It is assumed all intend to attack:
• Girard and Barbanegre, can only attack 

Provencheres (Cavalry)
• Desailly has a choice between attacking 

Provencheres or Weiss v. Fnkn
• de Lacour has a choice of attacking Weiss v. 

Fnkn, Swinburne or v. Hssn-Hmbrg
• Gilly can only attack attack v. Hssn-Hmbrg
• Leclerc can only attack v. Hssn-Hmbrg or 

Provenceres (Infantry)

-1 for attack across a river, 
+2 for attacking Cavalry, 
-1 attacking 2 CSPs.

AT
K

AT
K

25-1

 ❦ It should be noted Provencheres cannot execute a Cavalry Reaction Move (Rule 11.2) 
because the French started this Formation Activation adjacent.

DRM FINAL COMBAT VALUES

-1+2

Barbanegree 
and Girard 

attack 
Provencheres 

(Cavalry). 

-1 for attack across a river, 
-1 (half of Provenceres’ 

combat value). 

AT
K

ATK

7 3-1 -1

DRM FINAL COMBAT VALUES

Gilly and 
Leclerc attack 

v.Hssn-Hmbrg 

-4 (any unit that has an attacking 
unit in its Frontal hex and that 
is not attacked itself, provides 
a negative modifier of half its 
CSP value (rounded up) - in 
this case Swinburne)

AT
K

ATK

55-4

DRM FINAL COMBAT VALUES
Desailly 

and Lacour 
attack Weiss  

v. Fnkn 

-1 for attack 
across a river, 

-2 (half of v. Hssn-Hm-
brg’s combat value.

-1 attacking 2 CSPs. 

-1 for attack across a river, AT
K

AT
K

1

3

2

3

-1

-1

DRM FINAL COMBAT VALUES

If Leclerc 
had attacked 
Provencheres 
(instead of  
v. Hessen- 
Homburg)

-2 -1
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9.4.1 Leader Loss
If a leader is eliminated, he is flipped to its re-
placement side and stacked with another unit 
of the formation. If already on its replacement 
side, simply move the replacement leader 
counter to another unit of the formation. 
The instant a Formation Leader is lost, any 
outstanding activity for his formation ceases 
and a new chit is drawn.
In addition, the following occurs:
• The deployed CP value on the Formation 

sheet is reduced by 1 by placing one of the 
generic numbered counters on the Forma-
tion Card. If a formation with a starting 
deployed value of ‘4’ loses its leader, then 
the Formation sheet deployed CP value 
is reduced to ‘2’ not ‘3’. If the Formation 
Leader has a value of ‘1’, it remains a ‘1’ no 
change is made.

• Any ABs in the Active AB holding boxes 
are lost (remove them).

• A Last Activation marker is placed in the 
Activation box, regardless of circumstances.

 ❦  Any leader alone in a hex through which an 
enemy unit moves, is eliminated.

If all units of a Formation are eliminated the 
Formation leader is also eliminated. This does 
not include CiC’s who are sometimes both 
CiC and Formation leaders.

9.4.2 Retreat after Combat
Combat Units move until they are out of Artil-
lery Bombardment and Cavalry Charge range 
of any enemy unit or their full movement al-
lowance, whichever is the lower.
Artillery stacked with other friendly units must pay 
the 2 MP cost to limber and then move. Artillery 
Alone in a hex are eliminated if forced to retreat.
A. Ineligible hexes:  A retreating unit may not 

retreat off map, into or across prohibited 
terrain, into an enemy occupied hex, or 
into an EZOC. If a unit cannot retreat, it 
is eliminated. A retreating unit can enter a 
hex within enemy charge or artillery bom-
bardment range without penalty.

B. Retreat Direction:  If there are multiple 
eligible hexes, the owning player decides 
which hexes the unit(s) retreat into. If two 
units are stacked together, they can retreat 
into different hexes. 

C. Overstacking:  If a unit retreats into a friend-
ly occupied hex, where stacking restrictions 
cannot be met in terms of number of units, 
but where the total number of Combat 
strength points (including the retreating unit) 
is 10 or less, the retreating must continue to 
retreat until it does not contravene stacking 
restrictions. All units it retreats through are 
subject to a morale check. If a retreat would 
result in a hex having more than 10 CSPs in 
it, the retreating unit is eliminated instead. 
The units in the hex it tried to enter are still 
subject to a morale check. 

D. Squares.  If a square is forced to retreat, 
it automatically comes out of square and 

becomes ‘Disorganised’. The ‘Disorganised’ 
column is used to determine the units final 
morale status for any required morale check.

E. Reaction.  There is no reaction to re-
treating units.

F. Facing.  At the end of a retreat the player 
is free to select the facing for the unit in 
its new hex.

9.4.3 Morale Checks
Morale checks are required for some combat 
results (as well as for rally attempts - section 
10). For Combat results:
• Every unit receiving a combat result other 

than ‘NE’, must roll on the Morale Table.
• If rolling on the Morale Table as a result 

of combat or retreat rather than rally, the 
morale level of the units cannot improve. 
If the result shows an improvement, the 
morale of the units remains unchanged. 
A. Morale rolls require a single die roll 

using the Morale Table.
B. Update the morale level of units stacked 

in the same hex, so it is that of the 
unit with the lowest morale value, i.e. 
a Good order unit and a Disorganised 
unit end movement together means 
both units become Disorganised.

 ❦  Leaders provide modifiers on any roll on the 
Morale Table if within command range.

9.4.4 Advance after Combat 
Whenever a hex is vacated as a result of com-
bat, any attacking cavalry only, that is not rout-
ed, can advance into the vacated hex. 
There is no advance after Bombardment, and 
advance after a Cavalry Charge is already cov-
ered by the placing of a Cavalry unit on the 
attacked units prior to resolving the Charge.
A. Advance is voluntary.
B. Advance Limits:  No unit can advance 

more than one hex.
C. No Combat after Advance:  No unit advanc-

ing can attack again in the same activation.
D. Rivers:  There is no advance across a river.

10.0 Rally 
In order to Rally troops within a Formation, 
the player must perform a Rally action.
This action requires the play of a Rally AB from 
the Active AB holding box on the Formation 
Sheet and in addition the possible discarding 
of a number of other ABs.
• To conduct the Rally of Shaken units no 

other ABs need to be discarded the play of 
the Rally AB is sufficient

• To conduct the Rally of Disorganised units 
one other AB must be discarded as well as 
the pay of the Rally AB 

• To conduct the Rally of Routed units two 
other AB must be discarded as well as the 
pay of the Rally AB 

A single Rally AB is sufficient to attempt the 
Rally of all Shaken units in the Formation. A 
single discarded AB is sufficient to attempt the 

rally of multiple Disorganised units (or two in 
the case of Routed units) in the formation. 
A player does not have to attempt to rally all 
Formation units. They are free to discard no 
other ABs and only Rally shaken units, or dis-
card one AB and only Rally Shaken and Disor-
ganised units.
A formation must have the required number 
of ABs available to discard in order to perform 
selected Rally function. 
The discarded blocks are taken from the Active 
AB holding box first, followed by the Inactive 
AB holding box. 
For a Rally to be possible , the unit must be 
within 10 hexes of the Formation leader.
All selected stacks of units roll on the Morale 
Table (one after the other) with the addition of 
an extra -1 DRM if the unit is outside all enemy 
charge- and/or artillery bombardment ranges. 
Units cannot Rally if in an enemy front hex.
A stack rolls for rally as a single entity and any 
change in morale affects all units in the stack.

11.0 Reaction Actions
There are four circumstances, where the non- 
phasing player can react to the actions of the 
phasing player, these are:
• Artillery Bombardment Reaction
• Cavalry Reaction Move
• Cavalry Reaction Charge
• Infantry Square Formation
Reaction actions cannot occur when units are 
advancing or retreating after combat. Reaction 
is only in response to an action by the phasing 
player in the enemy movement step of the ac-
tivation sequence. 
Cavalry Reaction Charges requires the play of 
an Offensive Move AB. 
There are NO Reactions to a Reaction Action.

11.1 Artillery Bombardment Reaction
Unlimbered Artillery can react if any enemy 
unit enters their fire range (up to 3 hexes) 
and the Artillery unit has a clear Line of Sight 
(LOS) to the target, unless it has a Bombard-
ment or Changed Vertex marker on it. 
This requires no ABs to be played and bene-
fits from the x2 modifier mentioned on the 
Artillery Chart if the hex entered is the artil-
lery’s front hex. Reacting Artillery units have 
a ‘Bombardment’ marker placed on them after 
completing the Bombardment
If a unit enters multiple enemy artillery unit’s 
bombardment ranges, each of those artillery 
units can conduct reaction bombardment at 
the moving unit(s). Artillery stacked together 
can combine fire strength in any Reaction fire.
Artillery can react against any stack that enters 
its fire range. 

 ɤEXCEPTION – Charging Cavalry – see 8.6. 
An Artillery Bombardment reaction decision is 
made every time a unit enters an eligible Ar-
tillery units firing range hex. The active play-
er should give the opponent time to make this 
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CAVALRY REACTION 
MOVE EXAMPLE
An enemy Infantry unit en-
ters one of the player’s cavalry 
unit’s front hexes, and he de-
cides to use a reaction move. 
The Cavalry unit now moves 
the maximum 3 hexes al-
lowed, avoiding the other 
Infantry units’ front hexes. 

F

F F









 

CAVALRY REACTION 
CHARGE EXAMPLE
An enemy Infantry unit en-
ters the reacting unit’s cavalry 
charge range. 
The reacting player spends an 
Offensive move AB (because 
he has none as Active AB, he 
must take it from the forma-
tion card’s inactive AB area) 
to charge at the infantry. 
The enemy unit cannot at-
tempt to form a square as 
this cavalry charge is a reac-
tion already.
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INFANTRY SQUARE  
REACTION EXAMPLE
An enemy cavalry unit launches a 
charge, and the player decides to 
enter a square formation with his 
infantry unit. 
In case A, the player rolls a 3, mean-
ing the reaction fails, the infantry 
unit is shaken and the cavalry charge 
resolves normally. 
In case B, a 4 is rolled, succeeding. 
The infantry unit forms a square and 
the charging cavalry is forced to stop 
2 hexes away.
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FIRST-LAST ACTIVATION CASES










decision. If the player decides not to react in 
anticipation of the unit(s) moving closer and 
the unit does not move closer, the reaction op-
tion is lost.
If an Artillery unit has a Changed Vertex or 
Bombardment marker on it cannot perform 
Artillery Reaction.

 ❦ NOTE: This means an Artillery unit can 
only Reaction Fire once per turn but can 
Fire once, or twice, during its own Forma-
tion activation(s).

11.2 Cavalry Reaction Move
If Infantry or Artillery units (only) enter a front 
hex of an enemy cavalry unit, the cavalry unit 
is free to move up to half of its MPs (rounded 
down), provided it does not enter any enemy 
front hex. This does not require an AB and can-
not cause a reaction by the phasing player. 

11.3 Cavalry Reaction Charge
There is no Cavalry reaction to a reaction 
Charge. Also note the Artillery Bombardment 
exception referenced in 8.6.A cavalry reaction 
charge requires the use of a Offensive Move 
AB. The AB must be taken from the Active AB 
area if available, if not available it can be taken 
from the Inactive AB area.
If played, the AB is removed at the end of the 
current enemy formation activation. 
All rules in 8.6 regarding Charges also apply to 
Cavalry Reaction Charges

11.4 Infantry Square Reaction
When a hex contains only Infantry and is in 
charge range of an enemy cavalry unit when it 
declares a charge, the Infantry units may try to 
form a square. They must be in Good order to 
make the attempt. This reaction does not re-
quire the use of an AB.
The Infantry unit(s) roll 1d10. If the result is 
6 or higher, the square is formed. If the roll 
fails, the unit(s) become ‘Shaken’ and do not 
form a square.
If a square is formed the charging Caval-
ry cease movement two hexes away from the 
formed square.
If other Infantry units are within the Cavalry 
units charge range, and all other Charge re-
quirements are meet, the Cavalry unit is free 
to charge another Infantry unit that does not 
form a square.
All bombarded/vertex change markers are re-
moved from the activated formation’s artillery.

12.0 Activation End Step
All played ABs are removed from the Active AB 
box for the activated Formation. All defensive 
Combat Enhancement ABs used during the 
current Formation activation are also removed.
If the formation Leader has a command rating 
of ‘2’, or more, and the Activation Marker is on 
its First Activation side in the Activation box, 
the player can move 1 AB from the Inactive AB 
Holding Box to the Active AB Holding Box.

13.0 Turn End Phase
Once all action sequences have been completed 
by both players (for all available chits), the turn 
ends and a new one begins. 
In some circumstances Action Blocks may have 
been placed in the Active AB holding box for 
Formations that did not get selected by a play-
er – these ABs are lost and are removed to the 
common AB pool.

 ❦ NB: Also note that some Formations have 
the ability to activate more than once per 
turn, a player will need to hold back one or 
more ABs in the Active AB location if they 
wish to activate them for moving or rally in 
the second activation (they may be activat-
ed even if no Active ABs available because 
artillery bombardment, combat and facing 
changes do not require ABs).

Remove Bombarded and Changed Vertex 
markers from all Artillery units.
Move the Turn Marker to the next box on the 
Turn Record Track. 

13.1 First and Last Activation
The following points must be actioned in strict 
sequence after the activation sequence of the 
final chit has been concluded.
• All formations with a leader with a com-

mand rating of ‘1’ have the Activation 
marker removed. 

• All formations with a leader with a com-
mand rating greater than ‘1’; and a First 
Activation marker in the Activation box 
have the marker removed.

• All formations with a Last Activation 
marker in the Activation box have the 
marker flipped to its First Activation side. 
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14.0 Adminstrative Phase  
(Rule 4.1 Step 1)
14.1 Time of Day and Weather Effects
Night Turns: 
No unit can enter an enemy front hex during 
a Night turn, no charging is possible, artillery 
range is 1, and no rally is possible. There is No 
AB allocation (5.1) during Night turns. AB’s 
can be deployed (5.2).
If a side attempts to move Formation units, 
during a Night turn, then a die is rolled. If the 
result is 1-3 the formation move does not occur 
and the AB is lost. If the result is 10 the enemy 
move the formations units. The first paragraph 
of 14.1 still applies.
Dawn/Dusk turns: 
Artillery range is reduced to two, no charging 
is possible.
Rain turns: 
Artillery range is reduced to two, no charging 
is possible.
Rain can occur on any 5th July turn from the 
7am turn up to and including the 11am turn.
A die is rolled every turn at start of the Admin-
istrative Phases and if a “9” or “10” is rolled, it 
is a Rain turn. If it was a Rain turn the previous 
turn, there is a +3 modifier to the roll.

14.2 Bridges 
Remove Bridge Construction Markers (see 
Scenario rules for details.) 

14.3 Reinforcements 
Reinforcements are placed in the hex locations 
as defined by the Scenario rules.
The first turn a formation is activated, its units 
are placed as per the scenario rules and their 
formation sheet becomes active. On subse-
quent turns, they are activated like any other 
formation. See rules below for exceptions. 

14.3.1 Austrian V Corps 
Enters on the western map edge any daylight 
turn of the 6th July.
On each turn thereafter, the Austrian player 
rolls a die. If a 1 to 5, the V Corps units are 
activated. If a 6 to 10 is rolled, they are not 
activated. 
If they are activated no additional Formation 

chits are added.
This rule reflects the indecision and confusion 
within the Austrian command on whether or 
not to fully utilise the V Corps in the battle. 

14.3.2 Army of Inner Austria 
The Army of Inner Austria can enter on any 
turn from the 6th July 7am turn onwards, on 
the eastern map edge(north of hex 2751). The 
Austrian player rolls possible arrival during 
each Reinforcement phase after the 7am turn, 
until a “9” or “10” is rolled. This is changed to 
a “8”,“9” or “10” from the 12pm turn until the 
end of the game.
The first turn the player completes a successful 
rolls, all formation units are placed anywhere 
on the eastern map edge. Their formation sheet 
becomes active and the Army of Inner Austria 
Activation chit is added to the chit cup. 

14.3.3 Austrian Replacements
There are eight Austrian Infantry units which 
have a second counter due to their size. When 
these units are reduced a second time instead of 
being eliminated they are replaced by the sec-
ond counter.
These units are:
I Corps  Clary, Henneberg, de Wacquant.
II Corps  Paar, Buresch.
II Corps  Wied-Runkel
IV Corps  Swinburne
AG Corps  Riese

14.3.4 French Reinforcements
Enter as per the Scenario rules and immediate-
ly become available.
All French reinforcements enter at hex 1521 
treating it as the first hex in their movement 
during the turn they appear. 
French reinforcements, for formations already 
on the map, can perform a special Extended 
Movement move when first entering the map 
without using any AB and even if out of com-
mand range of their Formation Leader. This 
movement is undertaken when its formation is 

activated by a chit. If that formation is not ac-
tivated, the reinforcement do not appear. They 
are still available for later turns in this case.

15.0 Lobau Island
Movement Restrictions:  The Lobau Island 
units (LI Corps units) cannot move off Lobau 
Island in any circumstances.
Bridge Construction:  Some bridges are not 
complete when the full game starts, as indicat-
ed by Bridge construction markers. The sce-
nario specific rules indicate when those bridges 
are completed in the Administrative phase, and 
when they can be used for troop movements.
Bridges:
Movement costs into a hex with the end of 
a Bridge are determined by the other terrain 
in the hex. 
No firing is allowed from a Centre of Major 
Bridge hex
A Centre of Major Bridge hex can only be en-
tered from an End of Major Bridge hex

 ɤStacking EXCEPTION – On Lobau Island 
only the French can stack any three units in a 
hex with a maximum stacking value of 20 CSPs

16.0 Napoleon Chit 
After any chit has been drawn, the French play-
er can interrupt play and play the Napoleon 
chit. The chit allows Napoleon to either:
• Activate the Lobau Island (LI Corps) 
• Activate the French Guards (IG) 
• Change the value of the drawn chit
• Rally all units within 5 hexes of the Napo-

leon counter. 
Play reverts to the original chit drawn once the 
Napoleon chit Action has been completed.
The chit is available once for every turn in the 
scenario. The chit is never placed into the draw 
cup and is free to use at any time as determined 
by the French player.
Lobau Island  (LI Corps) units can fire and 
move freely when activated by Napoleon. They 
can never leave Lobau Island. No ABs are re-
quired to activate.
French Imperial Guard  formation (IG): Un-
like all other formations, the allocation and 
deployment of ABs for the French Imperial 
Guard takes place when activated by the Na-
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poleon chit, and not at the start of the turn. 
The French player can choose to activate the 
French Guard and allocate ABs but not to de-
ploy them in any turn if he wishes. 
However, if Napoleon does not activate them 
with his chit, they remain inactive and cannot 
allocate new blocks or deploy blocks for this 
turn - this differs from other formations.
Change Chit Value:  The Napoleon chit can 
change the value of any French drawn chit, not 
including the Army of Italy, to any number the 
French player decides. The Napoleon chit ac-
tion has been completed and the drawn chit is 
now played using its updated value.
Rally  by the Napoleon chit. All units of 1 For-
mation only, within 5 hex range of Napoleon 
are rallied two levels of Morale (Disorganised 
units return to Good order, Routed unit be-
come Shaken). No discarding of ABs occurs 
when playing the Napoleon chit for Rally. If 
the unit is in Reaction range of an enemy unit 
then they Rally one Morale level not two. No 
Rally is possible if a unit is in the ZOC of an 
enemy unit.

17.0 Leaders 
• Napoleon and Karl are the respective CiCs. 
• Eugene and Johann are the only Independ-

ent Army Leaders in the game
• Organizationally Johann operates the 

same as any Corps Leader. However in the 
event he is killed the Army is significantly 
restricted in its ability to operate on the 
battlefield – see 17.2 

• Eugene must be within 5 hexes of an Army 
of Italy Corps Leader when they are ac-
tivated by a chit. If they are not within 5 
hexes that Corps can add no ABs to its 
Formation sheet that turn. 

• All other Leaders are Corps Commanders.
• Karl sets up with the Austrian Grenadiers 

unless the scenario rules state otherwise.
• Napoleon Starts with the Imperial Guard 

unless the scenario rules state otherwise.
• For all Scenarios, If the CiC is lost, the 

game is lost!

17.1 Movement
Leaders not attached to a designated formation 
move as follows:
Johann moves whenever the Army of Inner 
Austria chit is selected.
Napoleon moves whenever the Napoleon chit 
is selected.
Eugene moves when an Army of Italy chit is 
selected. The French player is free to decide 
which Army of Italy chit is used to activate Eu-
gene. Once Eugene has moved, he is flipped 
over to his moved side, he can no longer move 
during the rest of the turn. At the end of the 
turn, he is flipped back to his non-moved side.
Reynier moves whenever the Napoleon chit is 

played and the French player decides to acti-
vate the Lobau Island (LI) units.
Karl moves when the Grenadier Reserves are 
activated. As the Grenadier Reserves Forma-
tion Leader he must be within 10 hexes of 
Grenadier units in order for them to perform 
certain functions, as per the series rules.
The Austrian V Corps and the Army of Inner 
Austria cannot conduct extended movement at 
any time. 
This reflect their cautious (or non-existent) ap-
proach to the battle.
Massena only has a movement rating of 4. He 
cannot participate in a charge and cannot per-
form an extended march.
He was injured prior to the battle and was carried 
around in a carriage.

17.2 Losses
When a named leader (not a replacement) 
is lost in Battle, the mix of the chits for the 
following, and subsequent turns, is changed 
as follows:
A chit of the value of the command rating of 
the killed leader is replaced by a ‘1’ value chit. 
If the leader killed has a command rating of ‘1’ 
then no change occurs.
The following special cases also apply:
• If Reynier is killed, the Napoleon chit no 

longer has the option to activate the Lobau 
Island (LI) units. 

• If Eugene is killed, the Army of Italy per-
manently loses the highest value chit cur-
rently available. This means only one of 
the two Army of Italy formations (V and 
VI Corps) can be activated per turn for the 
rest of the game.

• If Johann is killed, the Army of Inner 
Austria no longer has a leader on the map. 
When the Army of Inner Austria chit 
is selected:
 † For the first selection following the 

death of Johann, the formation loses all 
ABs immediately.

 † When the Army chit is selected in later 
turns, the Formation can only select 
Move/Withdrawal ABs.

 † The formation defends normally.

18.0  Supply
Supply is determined once per day on the first 
daylight turn of each day. 
Units not in supply are removed from the map 
and are considered eliminated.

18.1 Line of Supply 
A line of supply is traced as a line of continuous 
hexes of unlimited length from the unit to a 
Supply Source. The first ten hexes can be ter-
rain of any type, the remainder must be along 
roads or trails.

18.2 Supply Sources
Any hex on Lobau Island is a French sup-
ply source.
For the Austrians, any hex on the western edge 
(north of the Russbach (2852)), eastern edge 

(north of the Danube) or northern map edge is 
considered a supply source. 

18.3 Blocking hexes
Any prohibited terrain or any enemy front hex 
block a supply line. A friendly unit in an ene-
my front hex negates such a block on supply.

18.4 Rear 
For routing purposes, the rear for each Army 
is defined as:
Austria – Northern map edge
An Austrian unit must halt when moving onto 
a Northern border edge hex. If during the 
same turn it finds itself inside an enemy artil-
lery bombardment or cavalry charge range, it 
is eliminated (it is considered to have retreated 
off the map). If not, it may move normally in 
subsequent turns.
French – Lobau Island  
(hexes 1521, 1522)
If stacking is exceeded within those hexes, the 
excess units are eliminated. 
For any scenario refers to specific hexes for set 
up those hexes are part of the set up area for the 
relevant formation.

19.0 Battle Victory
19.1 Automatic Victory
See each Scenario for Automatic Victory 
determination 

19.2 Victory determination
For all scenarios both sides get VPs equal to the 
Command Rating value of any enemy leader 
eliminated.
For all scenarios both sides gain 2 VPs for each 
enemy formation that does not have Good Co-
hesion on the cohesion track of the Formation 
Sheet, at the end of the scenario. See each sce-
nario for further details.

19.3  French Imperial Guard
When the French Imperial Guard suffer 
their first step loss in a scenario the Austrians 
gain 2 VPs. 
Each subsequent step loss of the Imperial Guard 
gives the Austrian player a further 1 VP.
There are no VPs for the Austrians for any 
French Imperial Guard losses recorded on the 
Cohesion Track. 
When the French Imperial Guard marker en-
ters the Reduced Morale section of the Cohe-
sion Track EVERY other French Formation, 
active in the scenario loses 2 places on their 
own Cohesion tracks. This itself can trigger 
further Ausrian VPs.
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20.0 Scenarios
All formations with units starting a scenario on the battlefield start with 
their Corps Leader placed on any of their units.
Refer to the set up lists for all Formation specific set up information
The Austrians set up first in all Scenarios. Refer to the Set Up display for 
Scenario set- up details.
Artillery set up limbered or unlimbered (player choice) unless the set up 
instructions say otherwise.
All hexes mention in a formation set up do not have to be occupied, but 
all units must be within the designated boundaries specified.
Unless otherwise stated if both sides achieve an Automatic Victory the 
result is a tie.

20.1 5th July – Both maps
The scenario starts at 7am on the 5th July and finishes at 9pm on the same 
day – a total of 14 turns.
Place the scenario end marker on the 9pm turn for the 5th July, which is 
the last turn of the scenario.
Bridges under construction markers are placed on the following bridges:
Alexandre 1928 (11am) 
Ile Lannes 2029 (2pm) 
Ile Pouzet A 2128 (6pm) 
Ile Pouzet B 2228 (6pm)
The times listed are the first turn the bridges are available to be used, and 
therefore the turn when the construction marker is removed.
The scenario first turn is automatically rain.

SETUP

Austrians
• All Artillery set up Unlimbered
• Karl sets up in any hex north/east of the Russbach.
French
• All Artillery units set up Limbered, EXCEPT Lobau Island units and 

the 2 Legrand Artillery units (IV Corps) which set up Unlimbered

REINFORCEMENTS

French
Broussier artillery, Dutruy/Quetar infantry, Dessaix infantry – V Corps 
Army of Italy 1pm. Teste Infantry, Abbe Infantry, Pachtod Artil- lery – 
VI Corps Army of Italy 5th July 4pm Army of Dalmatia, including Mar-
mont, 5th July 5pm. Add 1 French Value 2 chit to the Chit pool
There are No Austrian Reinforcements in this scenario 

VICTORY DETERMINATION

Automatic Victory
Austria – if an Austrian unit is on Lobau Island at the end of any turn.
France - If a French unit exits the maps on the Northern map each be-
tween 5617 and 5646 (inclusive).
Victory Points
Austria gains 5 VPs if they occupies any hex of Gross Endersdorf at the 
end of the 10am turn. This is a one-off VP determination, there is no 
additional VP benefit in being in a Gross Endersdorf hex after the 10am.
Austria gains 5 VPs for occupying any hex of Aspern at the end of the 
4pm turn. This is a one-off VP determination, there is no addi- tional VP 
benefit in being in a Aspern hex after the 4pm.
France gains VPs for occupying any hex of Wa- gram (10VPs) and any 
hex of Markgrafneus- iedl (5 VPs) at the end of the scenario.

20.2 Russbach heights 5th July
The scenario starts at 4pm on the 5th July and finishes at midnight on the 
same day – a total of 5 turns.
Place the Scenario end marker on the 9pm turn for the 5th July, which is 
the last turn of the scenario.
The map utilizes the Eastern Map and the hex columns, up to and in-
cluding hex column xx20.
All turns are clear (non-Rain) turns.
The first turn of the scenario is a full turn, ex- cept 5.1 is skipped; no 
additional ABs can be added during the first turn.

SETUP

Austrians
• All Artillery set up Unlimbered
• Karl sets up in any hex north/east of the Russbach. 
• For this scenario only Karl moves when the I Corps are activated.
• The Austrians start the Russbach scenario with 3 VPs (to ensure that 

the onus is on the French to attack as it was historically).
French
• Artillery are free to set up Limbered or Unlimbered, French play-

er decides.
• The French start with 2VP due to the fact the Austrian Advanced 

Guard no longer have Good Morale on the Cohesion track.
The following IX Corps units are NOT included, in this scenario 
(they were in the rear):
Infantry – Hartitzsch & von Zeschau 
Artillery – von Zezschwitz 

REINFORCEMENTS

There are No Reinforcements in this scenario.

VICTORY DETERMINATION

Automatic Victory
There is no Automatic Victory in this scenario.
Victory Points
If any of the III Corps cavalry units move north of hex row 37xx or cross 
the Russbach, prior to the 7pm turn, the Austrians gain 1 VP per unit. 
No VPs are awarded for such this movement during the last two turns 
of the scenario.
France gains 10 VPs for occupying any hex of Wagram and 5 VPs for 
any hex of Markgrafneusiedl or Baumersdorf at the end of the scenario. 
If any Reserve Cavalry unit is moved onto the map, the French are award-
ed 1 VP per unit. Liechtenstein must enter the map on the first turn any 
Reserve Cavalry unit enters the map. Liechtenstein does not provide the 
French with an additional VP.
Every 1 step lost on a Cohesion Track results in 1 VP for the other side.
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20.3 Full Two Day battle – Both Maps
The scenario starts at 7am on the 5th July and finishes at 7pm on the 6th 
July – a total of 29 turns.
Place the scenario end marker on the 9pm turn for the 5th July, which is 
the last turn of the scenario.
Bridges under construction markers are placed on the following bridges:
Alexandre 1928 (11am)
Ile Lannes 2029 (2pm)
Ile Pouzet A 2128 (6pm)
Ile Pouzet B 2228 (6pm)
The times listed are the first turn the bridges are available to be used, and 
therefore the turn when the construction marker is removed.
The scenario first turn is automatically rain.

SETUP

See 20.1 for details

REINFORCEMENTS

French
Broussier artillery, Dutruy/Quetard infantry, Dessaix infantry – V Corps 
Army of Italy 5th July 1pm 
Teste Infantry, Abbe Infantry, Pachtod Artillery – VI Corps Army of Italy 
5th July 4pm
Army of Dalmatia, including Marmont, 5th July 5pm. Add 1 French Val-
ue 2 chit to the Chit pool.
Minucci Infantry, Beckers Infantry, Preysing Cavalry, Wrede Horse Artil-
lery and one 4-1 V Corps Artillery unit – July 6th 8am
Austrian
The V Corps and the Army of Inner Austria enter the game as outlined 
in Rules 14.3.1 and 14.3.2
There are no other Austrian reinforcements 

VICTORY DETERMINATION

Automatic Victory

Austria  – if an Austrian unit is on Lobau Island at the end of any turn.
If any Austrian unit occupies at least one hex of Aspern or Gross Enders-
dorf at the end of the scenario
France  - If 10 or more French unit exits the maps on the Northern map 
each between 5617 and 5646 (inclusive) at any time during the scenario
Victory Points
Austria gains 5 VPs if they occupies any hex of Gross Endersdorf at 
the end of the 5th July 10am turn. This is a one-off VP determination, 
there is no additional VP benefit in being in a Gross Endersdorf hex af-
ter the 10am.
Austria gains 5 VPs for occupying any hex of Aspern at the end of the 5th 
July 4pm turn. This is a one-off VP determination, there is no ad- dition-
al VP benefit in being in a Aspern hex after the 4pm.
France gains VPs for occupying any hex of Wa- gram (5VPs) and any hex 
of Markgrafneusiedl (5 VPs) at the end of the scenario.

20.4 6th July Both Maps
The scenario starts at 5am on the 6th July and finishes at 7pm on the same 
day – a total of 14 turns. 
Place the Scenario end marker on the 7pm turn for the 6th July, which is 
the last turn of the scenario.
All turns are clear (non-Rain) turns.
SETUP
Austrians 
All Austrians Artillery set up Limbered except any I Corps artillery placed 
in Wagram and the II Corps, which set up Unlimbered.
French
All Artillery units set up Limbered, EXCEPT Lobau Island units, the II 
Corps, the 2 Legrand and 2 Boudet Artillery units (IV Corps) which set 
up Unlimbered

REINFORCEMENTS

French
Minucci Infantry, Beckers Infantry, Preysing Cavalry, Wrede Horse Artil-
lery and one 4-1 V Corps Artillery unit – July 6th 8am
Austrian
The V Corps and the Army of Inner Austria enter the game as outlined 
in Rules 14.3.1 and 14.3.2

VICTORY DETERMINATION

Victory is the same as outlined in 20.3, the full two day scenario.
Victory Points
The French start with 2 VP due to the fact the Austrian Advanced Guard 
no longer have Good Morale on the Cohesion track.
Both sides get VPs to the total of the Command Rating value for any 
enemy Leader eliminated.
The side with the most VPs wins the scenario.
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20.5 Morning attack (WEST) 6th July
The scenario starts at 5am on the 6th July and finishes at 1pm on the same 
day – a total of 8 turns. 
Place the Scenario end marker on the 1pm turn for the 6th July, which is 
the last turn of the scenario.
This scenario only utilizes the western map.
All turns are clear (non-Rain) turns.
Napoleon sets up off map and enters with any of the off map formations. 
He cannot perform Rally, or French Imperial Guard, actions when off 
map, he can perform the other Napoleon specific functions.
SETUP
Austrians 

• All Austrians Artillery set up Limbered except any I Corps artillery 
placed in Wagram which are Unlimbered.

French

• All Artillery units set up Limbered, EXCEPT Lobau Island units, 
the 2 Legrand and 2 Boudet Artillery units (IV Corps) which set up 
Unlimbered.

• Lobau Island – All units set up on Lobau Island and cannot leave 
Lobau Island at any time.

REINFORCEMENTS 
French
Minucci Infantry, Beckers Infantry, Preysing Cavalry, Wrede Horse Artil-
lery and one 4-1 V Corps Artillery unit – July 6th 8am.
Austrian
The V Corps enter the game as outlined in Rules 14.3.1.

VICTORY DETERMINATION

Automatic Victory
Austria – if an Austrian unit is on Lobau Island at the end of any turn.
If any Austrian unit occupies at least one hex of Aspern or Essling at the 
end of the scenario
France - If Wagram is occupied at the end of the Scenario
If both sides meet Automatic Victory requirements at the end of the sce-
nario, the Austrians win.
Victory Points
Austrian gains 5 VPs for occupying Breitenlee at the end of the scenario.
French gain 5 VPs for occupying Sussenbrunn at the end of the scenario.
Both sides gain 5 VPs for occupying Aderklaa at the end of the scenario.
Every 1 step lost on a Cohesion Track results in 1 VP for the other side.
The first turn of the scenario is a full turn, except 5.1 is skipped; no addi-
tional ABs can be added during the first turn.

FRENCH OFF MAP FORMATIONS

The Napoleon Chit is not available till Turn the 9am turn. The French 
Imperial Guards cannot be activated until the 9am turn. The French Im-
perial Guard start the scenario ‘off map’ to the East, they can enter any-
where along the eastern map edge, at least 5 hexes, south of the Russbach. 
The French player starts the scenario with 4 other formations ‘off map’ 
to the east. 
They can only activate one of these formations, per turn, starting with 
the 9am turn.
This activation occurs during the Reinforcement phase.
These Formation cannot be assigned any ABs prior to the turn they are 
activated.
These formations are the Army of Italy V and VI Corps, Army of Dalma-
tia and Cavalry Reserve.
The Army of Italy V Corps must be activated prior to the Army of Ita-
ly VI Corps
Upon being activated the formations, immediately add a formation 
chit to the chit draw

• Army of Italy V Corps  
Army of Italy 3 chit

• Army of Italy VI Corps  
Army of Italy 2 chit

• Army of Dalmatia   
France 2 chit

• Cavalry Reserve  
France 3 chit

 ɤRULES EXCEPTION: The French Reinforcements, entering at 8am, 
are free to move on the 8am and 9am turns as per the Standard Move 
rules, even if the Army of Italy V Corps has not been activated. 

No extended move possible for these units during these turns.
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20.6 Morning attack (EAST) 6th july
The scenario starts at 5am on the 6th July and finishes at 8am on the same 
day – a total of 3 turns. 
The first turn of the scenario is a full turn, except 5.1 is skipped; no addi-
tional ABs can be added during the first turn.
Place the Scenario end marker on the 8am turn for the 6th July, which is 
the last turn of the scenario.
This scenario only utilizes the eastern map. 
All turns are clear (non-Rain) turns.

SETUP

Austrians 

• The II Corps Artillery set up Unlimbered, all other Artillery set 
up Limbered.

• The Austrians start with 1 VP to partially to offset the 2 VPs the 
French have for the Austrian Advanced Guard being at reduced Mo-
rale on the Cohesion Track.

• Karl plays no part in this scenario.

French

• II Corps Artillery set up Unlimbered, all other Artillery set 
up Limbered.

• Napoleon and the Napoleonic chit play no part in this scenario.

REINFORCEMENTS

Austrian
The Army of Inner Austrian enter the game as outlined in 14.3.2
French
There are No French Reinforcements in this Scenario

VICTORY DETERMINATION

Automatic Victory

Austria– The Austrians win if they capture any building hex south of the 
Russbach and west of hex column xx43, at the end of any turn in the 
scenario. 
French– There is no Automatic Victory possible for the French in 
this scenario
Victory Points
If the French Cavalry Reserve are Activated prior to the Army of In-
ner Austria being activated that results in an additional VP for the Aus-
trian player.
If the Army of Inner Austria are activated prior to the French Cavalry 
Reserve, the French Cavalry Reserve can activate without the Austrians 
gaining a VP.
Every decrease on a player’s Cohesion Track gives his opponent 1 VP.
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Formation Command 
Design Notes
These Design notes are intended to provide an 
explanation for some of the key design deci-
sions that have been made. There will be some 
references to the appropriate rules so that a 
player can see how design decisions have been 
translated into game rules. 
These design notes are intended to explain and 
enhance the rulebook; they are not a substi-
tute for the rules. However experienced gamers 
may find they provide sufficient information to 
reduce the requirement to reference the rule-
book, and even where necessary point to the 
relevant rules section quickly.
The design notes will not cover rules around fa-
miliar gaming concepts like Facing, ZOC, Ter-
rain effects, movement and combat values etc. 
where tried and tested rules have been applied. 
The remainder of the design notes will follow 
the same sequence as the Sequence of Play 
(Rule 4). Game Specific Rules will be covered 
at the end, in the same way that the game spe-
cific rules are at the end of the rulebook.
• Command Step (Rule 5)
1. Action Block Allocation
2. Action block Deployment

• Chit Selection (Rule 6) 
1. Select Formation
2. Activation Options
For each formation selected perform the fol-
lowing sequence for units within the selected 
formation:
A. Artillery Bombardment (Rule 7)
B. Movement (Rule 8). Within Movement 

certain Reaction actions are possible by the 
non-phasing player (Rule 11)

C. Combat (Rule 9)
D. Rally (Rule 10). If a Formation is perform-

ing Rally Rules 7 to 9 are skipped.
In addition to the Formation activation chits 
available there is also a special Rout chit (Rule 
6.5) and Game specific chits (see end of De-
sign notes)
• End of Turn
Command Step 5.0
The driving force for the game was to overlay 
a Command system that was not overly com-
plex but at the same time provided a friction 
between command decisions and the battle-
field circumstances that exist when a formation 
tries to carry out command decisions. Allied to 
which is the potential of command confusion 
with respect to orders from the CiC to the var-
ious Formation leaders. Additionally, I wanted 
a system that reflected the different leadership 
and troop qualities of the engaged formations. 
In order to understand the next section, it would 
be useful to have a Formation Card to hand. For-
mation form the basis for the system, in the case 
of Napoleonic warfare a Formation is a Corps.
Activity in the game is driven by Action Blocks. 
These are selected by each side at the start of a 

turn and allocated to each formation. At the 
formation level a player decides which available 
ABs to activate for that turn. As a turn develops 
a player cannot (Exception Rule 6.4) change 
the blocks that have been allocated. This means 
a formation may find itself not able to conduct 
the action its wishes because a particular AB 
type was not activated. All formations can have 
a maximum of 4 ABs in their Inactive area on 
their Formation card. The number of action 
blocks a formation can activate, per turns, dif-
fer according to the quality of the formation 
commander and to a lesser extent the size of 
the formation. By way of example I will use  
Davout (III Corps) and Bernadotte (IX Corps). 
Davout can have up to 4 active ABs per turn, 
whilst Bernadotte can only have 2. This gives 
Davout far more flexibility, in responding to 
events, when activated. 
There are 4 core AB types – Standard Move, 
Combat Enhancement, Offensive Move and 
Rally. ABs are activated by the use of Com-
mand Points. Offensive Move and Rally cost 
2 CPs each, Standard Move and Combat En-
hancement cost 1 CP each. To return to the 
example Davout can deploy 4 CPs whilst Ber-
nadotte can only deploy 2 CPs per turn e.g.  
Davout could activate both Move ABs and 
Combat Enhancement in a turn, Bernadotte 
would have to choose between either activat-
ing the Offensive Move AB or activating the 
Combat Enhancement and the Standard move 
ABs. – see Rule 5.2.
Chit Selection 6.0
The game employs Chits but with a signifi-
cant twist.
Which units can utilise which Chits is depend-
ent on a Leaders Command Rating. Davout 
has a rating of 4, Bernadotte has a rating of 2, 
a number of Austrian Formation Leaders have 
a rating of 1.
Most chits have a number and an Army name 
on them (Exceptions Rout – see Rule 6.5, Na-
poleon – see Rule 16).
When a chit is, randomly, pulled the selected 
Army name activates one of its formations; 
however the formation selected must have a 
Formation Leader with a command rating 
equal or higher than the chit selected.
From this it can be seen that a Formation Lead-
er with a higher Command rating has more 
flexibility in determining when they are acti-
vated. To return to the example of Davout and 
Bernadotte; in the full battle scenario there are 
the following chits - 1 value ‘4’ French chit, 
3 value ‘3’ chits and ‘2’ value ‘2’ chits. This 
means Davout can activate when any of the six 
chits are selected, Bernadotte can only activate 
when two of the chits are selected (rule 6.1).
There are Activation markers which have First 
and Last Activation sides. These are used to dis-
tinguish between those Formation that can be 
activated once per turn only and those that can 
be activated twice, under certain conditions. 
Some general points concerning Rules 7.0 to 

11.0 (Reaction)
Although the scale is 500 metre hexes/1 hour 
turns I did want to include, at some level the 
‘rock’, ‘paper’, ‘scissors’ aspect of Napoleon-
ic warfare that Artillery, Infantry and Cavalry 
bring. Combat has not been split between Fir-
ing and Melee for the reasons given below.
That is why Artillery Bombardment is handled 
separately, why Artillery are vulnerable in com-
bat and why the various reaction options are 
available. 
There are no formation rules because, like 
splitting combat between firing and melee I do 
not believe they are justified at this this scale 
and would constitute an unnecessary level of 
complexity.
Artillery Bombardment 7.0
In order to show the use of Artillery on the 
battlefield I decided it was essential to have a 
unique Artillery Bombardment phase in the 
game to show its uniqueness and to highlight 
both its strength and weakness.
The range has been determined by research into 
effective range on a Napoleonic battlefield. As 
can be seen bombardment values are double at 
1 hex range and halved at 3 hex range. Artillery 
fire prior to a formations Infantry and Cavalry 
moving or engaging in combat; the concept of 
‘softening’ up the enemy before attacking. 
Movement 8.0
There are two Movement Action Blocks – 
Standard and Offensive Movement.
Standard Move allow a Unit to move even 
when out of Command Range of the Forma-
tion leader. If in Command Range a unit can 
move twice its movement allowance (Rule 8.5)
Offensive Move is required if a unit wishes to 
move into an EZOC, in addition the unit must 
be in the Command Range of the Formation 
Leader (Rule 8 Point B)
Movement can trigger a number of reaction ac-
tions by the non-phasing player (see Rule 11 
for details)
Infantry units can form squares during their 
movement phase.
Cavalry units can undertake a charge (Rule 
8.6) during their movement phase. A question 
was raised as to why there was no Pursuit rule. 
The answer is a question of scale and the fact 
each hex is 500 metres across. In a convention-
al attack Cavalry can only move into a vacated 
hex (Rule 9.4.4). 
During a Charge a Cavalry unit is placed on the 
defending hex and can advance a further hex if 
the defending hex is vacated. That amounts to 
an advance of 1km which I believe adequate-
ly covers the question of pursuit for this scale, 
time period and level of training. (I do concede 
that if a subsequent game has Cossacks in it 
then a modified rule may be required) 
Combat 9.0
One early question that was put to me was why 
it is Combat and not Fire followed by Melee.
My simple answer to this is at this scale it is 
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unnecessary. These are 500 metre hexes and 
one hour turns. It has been the default of many 
game designers to incorporate into games of 
this period separate firing and melee phases, re-
gardless of scale. However this does not square 
with analysis of the period. 
To take the British and French as examples:
• The evidence of military memoirs sug-

gests it was a common practice for British 
soldiers to hold their fire until very close, 
firing a single volley and then charging 
with bayonets

• It is thought that French methods facili-
tated a furious initial attack; they were led 
into battle, staking all on the ferocity of 
a first assault — whipping soldiers into a 
frenzy to exert themselves to their physi-
cal limits.

Neither of these approaches suggest a protract-
ed, and separate, firing phase, for infantry, 
once combat had commenced.
Research has shown that on average that a 
Musket, the principal infantry weapon, was 
only effective at limited range, probably not 
much more than 100 metres. This further sug-
gests that in Napoleonic battles opposing ar-
mies often fought at close quarters. 
In addition, infantry did not undertake sus-
tained fire that much during a battle, on aver-
age - 10 to 15 minutes sustained fire per day. 
Only fire at ranges shorter than around 60 me-
tres was effective in any meaningful sense, and 
of that fire, that at less than 40 metres was the 
most destructive. 
There is data to suggest that on average that 
only one infantry man in ten inflicted a 
casualty during one day of fighting by firing 
a weapon. 
Given these facts a split between firing and me-
lee simply is not justified at this level.
One of the Action Blocks available is Combat 
Enhancement. As can be seen from then Com-
bat Result Table (CRT) this provides a signif-
icant DRM that is often required to make a 
successful Combat roll. This Action Block rep-
resents either a planned attack or a well pre-
pared defence.  
All Combat is simultaneous, both attacker and 
defender roll on the CRT table for every attack 
involving infantry and/or cavalry. 
Rally 10.0
As will become apparent the decline of an en-
emy units Morale is hard to achieve. By the 
same token to recover a unit once it has a poor 
morale state is also difficult. In addition, the 
decline in morale for a formation can greatly 
impair its combat effectiveness. I have always 
believed games tend to reduce and recover mo-
rale far too easily. The rules are intended to ad-
dress this.
Central to this is the Cohesion Tracks on the 
Formation sheets. It may seem like an easy op-
tion to take a loss on the Cohesion Track rath-

er than reduce a unit. However these should 
be used sparingly for two reasons. Firstly some 
units should be preserved rather than reduced 
because of their enhanced combat value. Sec-
ondly if a formation reduces its Cohesion 
Track value too much it will find itself losing 
Victory Points and also will find it even more 
difficult to rally units.
To rally troops a Formation may not utilise 
any other AB to perform other actions; so no 
movement and no Combat Enhancement. If 
a formation wishes to Rally Disorganised or 
Routed units it also has to give up other AB 
blocks it has available (Rule 5.2).
Reaction 11.0
There is a Reaction option to each of the three 
elements of a Napoleonic Army.
Artillery can undertake a Bombardment Ac-
tion to an enemy unit entering its range (Rule 
11.1). However a player should remember that 
once an Artillery unit has undertaken a Bom-
bardment Reaction it can no longer undertake 
any artillery firing for the rest of the turn.
Cavalry can make a Reaction move if any en-
emy Infantry or Artillery enter its ZOC (Rule 
11.2). In addition, Cavalry can undertake a 
Reaction Charge (Rule 11.3)
If an Infantry unit is charged (Rule 8.6) it can 
try and form a square (Rule 11.4). Infantry 
can voluntarily form a square during its own 
formation activation, and this does not re-
quire a check. 
Game Specific Rules (Rules 12 to 19)
By way of explanation I will highlight some of 
the game specific rules.
Reinforcements 14.3.1 and 14.3.2
For different reasons the Austrian V Corps and 
the Army of Inner Austria were reluctant, or 
non-existent participants in the battle. The V 
Corps were facing Vienna and Charles was 
slow in realising the opportunity that they may 
have been able to provide on the 2nd day. The 
Army of Inner Austria was commanded by 
John, during his career he repeatedly failed to 
show any capacity to move quickly to change 
events, Wagram was no exception.
Lobau Island 15.0
Organising troops on the Island was a logisti-
cal feat in itself. The stacking rules exception 
is necessary to show this and is justified in so 
far as the units are not in combat ready mode. 
Napoleon 16.0
It quickly became apparent that the exception-
al abilities of Napoleon necessitated special re-
quirements outside of the series rules. This is 
shown through his ability to intervene at any 
time during a turn to undertake one of four 
activates:
• Rally 
• Increase the Formation options when a 

French chit is drawn
• Activate the Guards
• Activate the Lobau Island units
It is envisage that specialist Leader chits will be 
required if certain Leaders are employed in fu-

ture games in the series. Certainly Wellington, 
possibly Kutuzov or Blucher and in a negative 
way the Allied command at Austerlitz.

Sources
• A Military History and Atlas of the Na-

poleonic Wars - Vincent J. Esposito John 
Elting – 1999 

• Crises on the Danube – James R. Ar-
nold - 1990

• Napoleon Conquers Austria – James R. 
Arnold – 1995

• The Emperor’s Last Victory – Gunther 
Rothenberg – 2004

• Napoleon and the Archduke Charles – F. 
Loraine Petre – Reprint (originally early 
20th Century)

• 1809 Thunder on the Danube (3 Volumes) 
– John. H Gill – 2014 (Volume III covers 
Wagram in detail)
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